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Outline

1. Background and motivation

2. Resummation of the abelian corrections [Melnikov, Penin 16]
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Based on:  Tao Liu, Alexander Penin, Abdur Rehman arXiv:2402.18625



Higgs production via gluon fusion
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[PDG, 2020]

Obtained in heavy top limit;
Improvements: finite top mass effects,  threshold resummation,  EW corrections …  

Light quark amplitudes: enhanced by non-Sudakov double logarithms 



Light quark mediated Higgs production

Next-to-leading power:
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New contributions at 
next-to-next-to-leading power:



Higgs production in associate with jet

Near threshold region:
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Two different kind of logarithms



Higgs production in associate with jet

Near threshold region:
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Two different kind of logarithms

Gauge conditions:



Higgs production in associate with jet

Near threshold region:
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Two different kind of logarithms

Gauge conditions:



Higgs production in associate with jet
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Off-shell quark 
propagators:

soft loop 
momentum 

Two choices for double 
logarithmic scaling   



Resummation of the Abelian part
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[Melnikov, Penin 2016]



Factorization of one-loop amplitudes
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Off-shell quark 
propagators:

soft loop 
momentum 

Two choices for double 
logarithmic scaling   

Symmetric structure G^3

Soft dipole 
contribution

Unconstrained dipole 
contribution



Factorization of one-loop amplitudes
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All the others(eikonal dipole) sum to 

Jet decoupled from the soft quark loop!



Factorization of one-loop amplitudes
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Soft dipole Symmetric contribution 

Effective diagrams:



Factorization and all-order analysis
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Soft dipole Symmetric contribution 

+ =

Example: 



Factorization and all-order analysis
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Same gauge conditions.



Factorization and all-order analysis
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Differs from Catani’s IR operator by finite double logarithmic terms. 



Factorization and all-order analysis
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Agree with explicit calculations after IR subtraction .



Phenomenological application 
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Top-bottom interference and extra soft emissions:



Phenomenological application 
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Top-bottom interference and extra soft emissions:

Approximately  

Dominate contribution come from the 
eikonal dipole part, where jet decouples 
from the quark loop. 

All-order NLL?



Conclusion

Thanks for your attention!

1.  All-order double logarithmic analysis for light quark mediated 
Higgs production in associate with a jet.  

2.  To our knowledge, this is the first asymptotic result for a QCD amplitude 
which captures all-order dependence on two kinematical variables.

3.  Same color factor CF-CA which are observed on three-point amplitudes 
is obtained after physical IR subtraction.

4.  Partonic cross section shows very weak dependence on the rapidity and 
transverse momentum of the jet.
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